The number of sequenced genomes of representatives within the green lineage is rapidly increasing. Consequently, comparative sequence analysis has significantly altered our view on the complexity of genome organization, gene function and regulatory pathways. To explore all this genome information, a centralized infrastructure is required where all data generated by different sequencing initiatives is integrated and combined with advanced methods for data mining. Here, we describe PLAZA, an online platform for plant comparative genomics 
Introduction
The availability of complete genome sequences has significantly altered our view on the complexity of genome organization, genome evolution, gene function and regulation in plants. Whereas large-scale cDNA sequencing projects have generated detailed information about gene catalogs expressed in different tissues or during specific developmental stages (Rudd, 2003) , the application of genome sequencing combined with high-throughput expression profiling has revealed the existence of thousands of unknown expressed genes conserved within the green plant lineage (Gutierrez et al., 2004; Vandepoele and Van de Peer, 2005) . The generation of highquality complete genome sequences for the model species Arabidopsis thaliana and rice (Oryza sativa) required large international consortia and took several years before completion (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000; International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, 2005) . Facilitated by whole-genome shotgun and nextgeneration sequencing technologies, genome information for multiple plant species is now rapidly expanding. The genomes of four eudicots, Arabidopsis, poplar (Populus trichocarpa), grapevine (Vitis vinifera) and papaya (Carica papaya), two monocots, rice and Sorghum bicolor, the moss Physcomitrella patens and several green algae (Parker et al., 2008) have been published and new genome initiatives will at least double the number of plant genome sequences by the end of this decade (Paterson, 2006; Pennisi, 2007) .
Although the genomes of some of these species provide invaluable resources as economical model systems, comparative analysis makes it possible to learn more about the different characteristics of each organism and to link phenotypic with genotypic properties. Hanada and co-workers demonstrated how the integration of expression data and multiple plant sequences combined with evolutionary conservation can greatly improve gene discovery Brady and Provart, 2009) . Whereas a detailed gene catalogue provides a starting point to study growth and development in model organisms, sequencing species from different taxonomic clades generates an evolutionary framework to study how changes in coding and non-coding DNA affect the evolution of genes, resulting in expression divergence and species-specific adaptations (Tanay et al., 2005; Blomme et al., 2006; Stark et al., 2007) . Based on orthologous genes, i.e. genes sharing common ancestry evolved through speciation, comparative genomics provides a powerful approach to exploit mapping data, sequence information and functional information across various species (Fulton et al., 2002) . Similarly, the analysis of genes or pathways in a phylogenetic context allows scientists to better understand how complex biological processes are regulated and how morphological innovations evolve at the molecular level. For example, studying gene duplicates in poplar has revealed specific expansions in gene families related to cell wall formation covering cellulose and lignin biosynthesis genes and genes associated with disease and insect resistance (Tuskan et al., 2006) . Similarly, amplifications of genes belonging to the metabolic pathways of terpenes and tannins in grapevine directly relate the diversity of wine flavors with gene content (Jaillon et al., 2007) . Besides the comparative analysis of specific gene families in higher plants, comparisons with other members of the green lineage provide additional information about the evolutionary processes that have changed gene content during hundreds of millions of years. Although the genomes of, for instance, moss and green algae contain a smaller number of genes compared to flowering plants, they provide an excellent starting point to reconstruct the ancestral set of genes at different time points during plant evolution and to trace back the origin of newly acquired genes (Merchant et al., 2007; Rensing et al., 2008) .
Gene duplication has been extensive in plant genomes. In addition, detailed comparison of gene organization and genome structure has identified multiple wholegenome duplication (WGD) events in different land plants. From a biological point of view, the large number of small-and large-scale duplication events in flowering plants has had a great influence on the evolution of gene function and regulation. For instance, between 64-79% of all protein-coding genes in Arabidopsis, poplar and rice are part of multi-gene families, compared to 40% for the green alga Chlamydomonas.
Paralogs are generally considered to evolve through nonfunctionalization (silencing of one copy), neofunctionalization (acquisition of a novel function for one copy), or subfunctionalization (partitioning of tissue-specific patterns of expression of the ancestral gene between the two copies) (Conant and Wolfe, 2008; Freeling, 2009 ).
The impact of the large number of duplicates on the complexity, redundancy and evolution of regulatory networks in multi-cellular organisms is currently far from being well understood (Chen, 2007; Rosin and Kramer, 2009 ).
Performing evolutionary and comparative analyses to study gene families and genome organization requires a centralized plant genomics infrastructure where all information generated by different sequencing initiatives is integrated, in combination with advanced methods for data mining. Even though general formats have been developed to store and exchange gene annotation (Stein, 2001) 
Data assembly
The current version of PLAZA contains the nuclear and organelle genomes of nine species within the Viridiplantae kingdom: the four eudicots Arabidopsis thaliana, papaya (Carica papaya), poplar (Populus trichocarpa) and grapevine (Vitis vinifera), the two monocots rice (Oryza sativa) and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), the moss Reactome is a curated resource for pathways where enzymatic reactions are added to genes and a set of reactions is grouped into a pathway.
Apart from the basic information related to gene structure and function (e.g. genome coordinates, mRNA coding and protein sequences, protein domains and gene description), different types of comparative genomics information are provided through a variety of web-tools. In general, these data and methods can be classified as approaches to study gene homology and genome structure within and between species. Whereas the former focuses on the organization and evolution of families covering homologous genes, the latter exploits gene colinearity, or the conservation of gene content and order, to study the evolution of plant genomes (Figure 1 ). (Chen et al., 2007) . Therefore, we applied a post-processing procedure by tagging genes as outliers if they showed sequence similarity to only a minority of all family members (Supplemental Methods 1). The OrthoMCL method (Li et al., 2003) was applied to build sub-families based on the same protein similarity graph.
Delineating gene families and sub-families
Benchmark experiments have shown that OrthoMCL yields fewer false positives compared to the Tribe-MCL method and that, overall, it generates tighter clusters containing a smaller number of genes (Chen et al., 2007) . Because OrthoMCL models orthology and in-paralogy (duplication events post-dating speciation) based on a reciprocal-best hit strategy, the final protein clusters will be smaller than Tribe-MCL clusters because out-paralogs (homologs from duplication events pre-dating speciation) will not be grouped. Therefore, from a biological point of view, subfamilies or out-paralogs can be considered as different sub-types within a large protein family.
In total, 77.62% of all protein-coding genes (212,653 genes) are grouped in 14,742 multi-gene families, leaving 61,312 singleton genes (Supplemental Table 1 ).
Sixty-two percent of these families cover genes from multiple species and for approximately one fifth, multiple sub-families were identified. Manual inspection and phylogenetic analysis of multiple families revealed that in many cases OrthoMCL correctly identified out-paralogous groups that can be linked with distinct biological sub-types or functions (see Supplemental Methods 2; ).
Examples of identified sub-families are different clathrin adaptors (Adaptor Protein complex subunits), minichromosome maintenance (MCM) subunits, ATP-binding GCN transporters, cullin components of SCF ubiquitin ligase complexes, replication factors and alpha/beta/gamma tubulins (see Figure 2 and Supplemental Table 2 ).
Although fast-evolving genes or homologs showing only limited sequence similarity can lead to incorrect families, a similarity heatmap tool was developed to explore all pair-wise sequence similarities per family ( Figure 2 ). This visualization provides an intuitive approach, complementary to the automatic protein clustering and phylogenetic trees, to explore gene homology. In addition, a BLAST interface is available that provides a flexible entry point to search for homologous genes using user-defined sequences and parameter settings.
Phylogenetic inference and the projection of functional annotation via orthology
Phylogenetic studies generate valuable information on the evolutionary and functional relationships between genes of different species, genomic complexity and lineage-specific adaptations. In addition, they provide an excellent basis to infer orthology and paralogy (Koonin, 2005) . Based on the gene families generated using protein clustering, a phylogenetic pipeline was applied to construct 20,781 phylogenetic trees covering ~172,000 protein-coding genes (Supplemental Table 1 ).
Bootstrapped phylogenetic trees were constructed using the maximum likelihood method PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) based on protein multiple sequence alignments generated using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) (Supplemental Methods 3). In order to extract biological information from all phylogenies, we applied the NOTUNG tree reconciliation method to annotate, based on parsimony and a species tree, tree nodes as duplication/speciation events together with a time estimate (Vernot et al., 2008) . Detailed inspection of tree topologies revealed that, even for well supported nodes with high bootstrap values, a high number of nodes (53-64%) correspond with falsely inferred duplication events (Supplemental Figure 1) . This problem is caused by the different rates of amino acid evolution in different species potentially leading to incorrect evolutionary reconstructions (Hahn, 2007) . Therefore, we calculated a duplication consistency score, originally developed by Ensembl (Vilella et al., 2009) , to identify erroneously inferred duplication events (Supplemental Methods 3 and Supplemental Figure 1 ). This score reports, for a duplication node, the intersection of the number of post-duplication species over the union and is typically high for tree nodes denoting a real duplication event. Consequently, the reconciled phylogenetic trees provide a reliable means to identify biologically relevant duplication and speciation events (or paralogs and orthologs, respectively). In addition, the time estimates at each node make it possible to infer the age of paralogs and correlate duplications with evolutionary adaptations (see further).
Since speciation events inferred through phylogenetic tree construction provide a reliable way to identify orthologous genes, these orthology relationships can be used to transfer functional annotation between related organisms (Hubbard et al., 2005; Tsesmetzis et al., 2008 ; The Reference Genome Group of the Gene Ontology Consortium, 2009). We applied a stringent set of rules to identify a set of eudicot and monocot tree-based orthologous groups and used GO projection to exchange functional annotation between species (Supplemental Methods 4 and Supplemental Figure 2 ). Whereas in the original annotation 39% of all proteins were annotated with at least one GO term, this fraction greatly varies for different species (Table 1) . Model species like Arabidopsis and rice have a large set of functionally annotated genes with GO terms supported by various experimentally-derived evidence codes. In contrast, other organisms only have annotations inferred through electronic annotation (e.g. grapevine and popular) or completely lack functional annotation (e.g. papaya; Supplemental Table 3 ). Application of GO projection using eudicot and monocot orthologous groups resulted in new or improved functional information for 36,473 genes. This projected information covers approximately 105,000 new annotations, of which one fifth is supported by evidence from multiple genes. Overall, 11.8% of all genes lacking GO information in flowering plants could be annotated based on functional data of related genes/species and for approximately 22,000 genes (17% of protein-coding genes in angiosperms already annotated using GO) new or more specific GO terms could be assigned. For papaya, initially lacking functional GO data, 39% of all genes for which a phylogenetic tree exists have now one or more associated GO term (Supplemental Table 3 ). To estimate the specificity of the functional annotations we used the GO depth (i.e. the number of shortest-path-to-root steps in the GO hierarchy) as a measure for the information content for the different annotations. Distributions per species reveal that the projected annotations are as detailed as the original primary GO data and that for species initially lacking GO information, detailed GO terms can be associated to most genes (Supplemental Table 4 ). Whereas Blast2GO, a high-throughput and automatic functional annotation tool (Gotz et al., 2008) , applies sequence similarity to identify homologous genes and collect primary GO data, GO projection uses phylogenetic inference to identify orthologous genes prior to transfer of functional annotation. Both methods incorporate information from different GO evidence tags to avoid the inclusion of low-quality annotations while generating functional information for uncharacterized proteins. It is important to note that all pages and tools presenting functional annotation through the PLAZA website can be utilized including either all GO data or only the primary GO annotations (i.e. excluding projected GO terms).
Exploring genome evolution in plants
In order to study plant genome evolution, PLAZA provides various tools to browse genomic homology data ranging from local synteny to gene-based colinearity views. Whereas colinearity refers to the conservation of gene content and order, synteny is more loosely defined as the conservation of similar genes over two or more genomic regions. Moreover, genome organization can be explored at different levels making it possible to easily navigate from chromosome-based views to detailed gene-centric information for one or multiple species. Based on gene family delineation and the conservation of gene order, homologous genomic regions were detected using i-ADHoRe (Simillion et al., 2008) . The i-ADHoRe algorithm combines gene content and gene order information within a statistical framework to find significant microcolinearity taking into account different types of local rearrangements . Subsequently, these colinear regions are used to build genomic profiles that allow the identification of additional homologous segments. As a result, sets of homologous genomic segments are grouped into what is referred to as a multiplicon. The multiplication level indicates the number of homologous segments for a given genomic region. The advantage of profile searches (also known as top-down approaches) is that degenerate colinearity (or ancient duplications) can still be detected Simillion et al., 2004) .
The Synteny plot is the most basic tool to study gene-centric genomic homology. This feature shows all genes from the specified gene family with their surrounding genes, providing a less stringent criterion to study genomic homology compared to colinearity. To assure the fast exploration of positional orthologs, gene family members have been clustered based on their flanking gene content (Supplemental Figure 3) . Investigating colinearity on a genome-wide scale can be done using the WGDotplot ( Figure 3A ). This tool can be applied to identify largescale duplications within a genome or to study genomic rearrangements within or between species (e.g. after genome doubling or speciation, respectively). In a first view, a genome-wide plot displays inter-or intra-species colinearity while various features are available to zoom in to chromosome-wide plots or the underlying multiplicon gene order alignment. Intra-species comparisons can also be visualized using circular plots which depict all duplicated blocks physically mapped on the chromosomes.
All colinear gene pairs (or block duplicates) have been dated using Ks, the synonymous substitution rate (Supplemental Methods 6). Ks is considered to evolve at a nearly constant neutral rate since synonymous substitutions do not alter the encoded amino acid sequence. As a consequence, these values can be used as a molecular clock for dating although saturation (i.e. when synonymous sites have been substituted multiple times resulting in Ks values >1) can lead to underestimation of the actual age (Smith and Smith, 1996) . The average Ks for a colinear (or duplicated) block is calculated and colored accordingly in the WGDotplots ( Figure   3A ). Based on the Ks distributions of block paralogs, the Ks -dating tool can be employed to date one or more large-scale duplication events relative to a speciation event considering multiple species. As shown in Supplemental Figure 4 , ancient and more recent WGDs can be identified in several plants species although varying evolutionary rates in different lineages due to, for instance, different generation times, might interfere with the accurate dating of these events (Tang et al., 2008a; Van de Peer et al., 2009 ).
When investigating genomic homology between more than two genomes, the Skyline plot provides a rapid and flexible way to browse multiple homologous genomic segments ( Figure 3B ). For a region centered around a reference gene, all colinear segments (from the selected set of organisms) are determined and visualized using color-coded stacked segments. The Skyline plot offers a comprehensive view of the number of regions that are colinear in the species selected (Supplemental Methods 5). Navigation buttons allow the user to scroll left and right whereas a window size parameter setting provides a zooming function to focus either on a small region around the reference gene or on the full chromosome.
Clicking on one of the regions of interest shows a more detailed view (Multiplicon view, see Figure 3C ). The 'gene' alignment algorithm maintains the original gene order but will introduce gaps to place homologous genes in the same column (if possible).
Database access, user interface and documentation
An advanced query system has been developed to access the different data 
Data analysis: dissecting plant gene duplicates using PLAZA
To illustrate the applicability of PLAZA for comparative genomics studies, a combination of tools was used to characterize in detail the mode and tempo of gene duplications in plants. In the first case study, tree-based dating and GO enrichment analysis were used to analyze the gene functions of species-specific paralogs.
Initially, gene duplicates were extracted from the reconciled phylogenetic trees for all organisms. To ensure the reliability of the selected duplication nodes, we only retained nodes with good bootstrap support (≥70%) and consistency scores (>0). By cross-referencing all returned genes with the colinearity information included in PLAZA, all species-specific duplicates were further divided into tandem and block duplicates. Subsequently, enriched GO terms were calculated for each of those gene sets using PLAZA's workbench.
Whereas in the green alga O. lucimarinus, 45% of all species-specific duplicates are derived from a recent segmental duplication between chromosome 13 and 21, nearly half of all Vitis-specific duplicates correspond with tandem duplications (Supplemental Table 5 (Lucas, 1998) reveals, for different regions worldwide, 1.5 to 106 times more fungal interactions for poplar compared to Arabidopsis. These findings indicate a strong correlation between the wide distribution of poplar-fungal interactions and the adaptive expansion of specific responsive gene families.
In Chlamydomonas both tandem and block duplicates exhibit a strong GO enrichment for the term "chromatin assembly or disassembly". Inspection of the gene families responsible for this GO enrichment revealed that the four major types of histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) are included. When analyzing other plant genomes, we observed that the histone family expansions were specific for Chlamydomonas.
Detailed analysis of these genes reveals that there are 28 clusters that are composed of at least three different core histones ( Figure 4C ). During the S-phase of the cell cycle large amounts of histones need to be produced to pack the newly synthesized DNA. In order to increase histone protein abundance, gene duplication, as also observed in mammalian genomes, provides a biological alternative compared to increased rates of transcription (Graves et al., 1985; Tripputi et al., 1986; Allen et al., 1991) . Apart from sufficient histone proteins in rapidly dividing cells, also exact quantities are required for correct nucleosome formation. The assembly of histones occurs in a highly coordinated fashion: two H3/H4 heterodimers will first form a tetramer that binds the newly synthesized DNA and subsequently the addition of two H2A/H2B dimers completes the histone bead (Parthun et al., 1996; Grunstein, 1997) .
As shown in Figure 4C , the histone pairs that form dimers, and therefore should be present in equimolar amounts, occur very frequently in a divergent configuration (>95% of the histone genes occur in head-to-head pairs with their dimerization partner). This specific gene clustering suggests that bi-directional promoters guarantee equal transcription levels for the flanking genes (Fabry et al., 1995) .
As a second case study, we used PLAZA to study large-scale duplication events in different lineages. Counting all gene duplication events for the different organisms confirms the presence of one or more WGD in Arabidopsis, moss and monocots (Supplemental Table 5 ). Interestingly, when analyzing the inferred ages of the different duplication nodes using the reconciled phylogenetic trees, we observed that the number of duplication events in the ancestor of angiosperms is larger than those in the eudicot ancestor (1,880 and 1,146 duplication nodes, respectively). In addition, these ancestral angiosperm duplications cover a larger number of gene families compared to the eudicot duplications (1,141 and 757 families, respectively).
This pattern suggests that, apart from the ancient hexaploidy detectable in all sequenced eudicot plant genomes (Tang et al., 2008a) , older gene duplications have also significantly contributed to the expansion of the ancestral angiosperm proteome.
It is now generally accepted that, after the divergence of papaya and Arabidopsis, the latter species has undergone two rounds of WGD (Jaillon et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2008a; Van de Peer et al., 2009) . PLAZA colinearity data were used to determine if levels of gene loss were different after the first (oldest) and second (youngest) WGD (also referred to as beta and alpha, respectively). To this end, we selected multiplicons grouping four aligned Arabidopsis duplicated regions with an unduplicated outgroup region from either grape or papaya to count gene loss based on parsimony. Grapevine/papaya-Arabidopsis 1:4 alignments reveal that massive gene loss within Arabidopsis makes it very hard to link the homoeologous segments without aligning them to either grape or papaya (Supplemental Figure 6) ( Van de Peer et al., 2009) . Manual inspection identified 26 reliable non-redundant multiplicons of which, in seven cases, the Arabidopsis segments could, based on Ks, unambiguously be grouped in two pairs that originated during the youngest duplication. All analyzed multiplicons can be visualized through the PLAZA website using a link reported in Supplemental Table 6 . Analyzing all different patterns of gene loss using 139 ancestral loci (see Supplemental Table 6 ) revealed that 3.6 times more genes have been retained after the youngest alpha than after the oldest beta Arabidopsis-specific WGD (31.13% and 8.63% retention, respectively).
Consequently, this massive amount of gene loss masks most traces of the oldest WGD and explains why, with only the Arabidopsis thaliana genome available, the existence and timing of an older beta duplication was debated Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003) .
Comparison with other plant genomics platforms
The availability of online sequence databases and genome browsers provides an easy entry point for researchers to immediately investigate genome information without having to install any software. Furthermore, such services usually provide the possibility to link with an assembly of other web-based resources (Brady and Provart, 2009 ). There has been a rapid growth in the number of plant genomics databases (Table 2) . A major difference between these databases is the number of organisms included: whereas the Genome Cluster Database (Horan et al., 2005) and Conte et al., 2008) only include Arabidopsis and rice, Gramene (Liang et al., 2008) , PLAZA and CoGe (Lyons and Freeling, 2008) have the most comprehensive set of species. CoGe includes, besides fully sequenced plant genomes, a large collection of viral, bacterial, fungal and animal genomes.
Comparing the data types, a noticeable trend is that most platforms focus on either gene families or genomic homology. Genome Cluster Database, GreenPhylDB, OrthologID (Chiu et al., 2006) and PlantTribes (Wall et al., 2008) all provide detailed information about gene families and phylogenetic trees, but do not have any means to study genomic homology. By contrast, Plant Genome Duplication Database (Tang et al., 2008b; Tang et al., 2008a) , SynBrowse (Pan et al., 2005) and CoGe provide methods to study synteny and colinearity but do not include information about gene families. Phytozome (Goodstein et al., 2009) and Gramene partially combine gene family and genome evolution data types. Whereas the former provides family-based local synteny plots, the colinearity framework in Gramene is based solely on genetic markers. Intra-species dotplots are available in the Plant Genome Duplication
Database, CoGe and PLAZA and make it possible to investigate genes originating from WGD events. Finally, only Gramene, CoGe and PLAZA provide a genome browser to obtain a general overview of a genomic region of interest.
Other platforms provide data focused on specific gene functions or sequence types but are not extensively described here. Plant transcription factors can be studied using PlnTFDB , AGRIS (Palaniswamy et al., 2006) and GRASSIUS (Yilmaz et al., 2009 ). The complementary platforms Phytome (Hartmann et al., 2006) and SPPG (Vandepoele and Van de Peer, 2005) are hybrid systems integrating gene information from genome sequencing projects with EST data for a comprehensive set of plant species.
Summary and future prospects
The Table 2 ).
Future efforts will be made to extend the number of available plant species and to include novel types of data to further explore gene function and regulation.
Newly published plant genomes will be added on a regular basis to enlarge the evolutionary scope of PLAZA. The availability of genome information from more closely related organisms (Weigel and Mott, 2009 ) will make it possible to explore the similarities and differences between species at the DNA level and to identify for example conserved cis-regulatory elements on a genome-wide scale. In conclusion, PLAZA will be a useful toolkit to aid plant researchers in the exploration of genome information through a comprehensive web-based research environment.
Supplemental data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
-Supplemental Methods 1. Data retrieval and delineation of gene Black and grey squares on the tree nodes indicate duplication and speciation events identified using tree reconciliation, respectively. Only bootstrap values ≥70% are shown. (B) Similarity heatmap displaying all pair-wise similarity scores for all gene family members. Blast bit scores were converted to a color gradient with white/bright green and dark green indicating high and low scores, respectively. Clustering of the sequence similarities supports the existence of the four AP sub-families that were identified using protein clustering and confirmed using phylogenetic inference. Note that sub-families AP3 and AP4 are inverted in the heatmap compared to the tree. Table 2 . 
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